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Timber Sourcing and Supply – A Global Business

The Vision
The Timbmet Group seeks to deliver innovative solutions
and environmental best practice. With emphasis on
customer service we continually strive for greater
efficiency, without ever compromising our ecological
principles or innovative thinking.
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Committed and Responsible

Delivering Around the World

Seventy years experience and one of the most extensive product
ranges puts Timbmet amongst the UK’s leading distributors. Still
a family-owned business, our founder’s enduring passion
for wood as a raw material continues to inspire our company
ethos today.

The Timbmet Global Division is dedicated to developing a network
of international customers who benefit from our substantial
purchasing power and supplier partnerships. Close relationship
with suppliers and manufacturers also enables us to identify and
develop new products, especially highly engineered timber products,
to create additional customer benefits.

Timbmet’s renowned commitment to environmental sustainability
is demonstrated by our clearly defined policies and responsible
business solutions. This means that we only purchase timber
that has independent certification or verification, or where this is
not available we implement our own assessment system. This
enables us to determine the forest of origin, the legal right to
harvest and the standard of forest management practice, ensuring
our timber is sourced from legally and sustainably managed forests.

Timbmet Global welcomes enquiries from UK and international
companies who could take advantage of the huge cost savings
provided by direct container quantities of our products.

In addition, we are active supporters of Earthwatch and have
participated in a number of events around sustainable forestry.
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Searching the World for Sustainable Products

Pioneering
The Timbmet Group has made impressive progress
in taking the Company to an international audience.
The Company’s team of experts travel the world in
search of new sources and species and innovative
solutions to provide quality timber products for
generations to come.
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Consistent Quality and Assured Continuity

Red Grandis® - Timbmet Exclusive

The Timbmet name is synonymous with hardwoods and clear
softwoods of outstanding quality and we work hard to maintain
our reputation. We are acutely aware of the timber product
manufacturer’s need for timber of consistent quality and dependable
supply. We work closely with our supplier partners around the
world to ensure that the very best products are always available
when needed.

A recent introduction to the UK and Irish markets is Red Grandis an
FSC Pure hardwood, a good alternative to Sapele and Meranti.
We have forged a partnership with the plantation owners in
Uruguay who, through careful management, are able to harvest
their trees throughout the year. This ensures a continuous supply of
knot-free, uniform high quality hardwood timber.

At the same time, we are also aware of the need for cost effective
production and are able to use our considerable buying power to the
benefit of our customers.

Red Grandis is an example of the way we work, bringing you
exclusive, cost effective solutions from around the world.
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Engineered Wood for Standard and Bespoke Applications

Innovative
Timbmet’s dedication to on-going development is visible
through its technological and environmental advances.
iPack, the industry’s first online ordering facility provides
substantial benefits to customers in terms of a 24 hour
service, reduced cost, instant stock access and visibility
of our wide range of timber products.
Timbmet Engineered Components (TEC® ) is a range of
highly engineered solutions benefiting from dimensional
stability, reduced wastage, uniform performance and
appearance with environmental credentials.
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Strength and Beauty Combined
Where specification demands something extra, Timbmet
Engineered Components (TEC) can provide revolutionary
solutions. Our experimentation with a vast assortment of
materials has resulted in the development of an impressive
range of engineered wood components that have been
rigorously tested and are guaranteed to out-perform regular
timber.
Employing finger-jointing technology, wood veneers, advanced
adhesives and substrates like laminated veneer lumber (LVL),
aluminium and plastic, TEC products offer real strength and
efficiency whilst retaining the aesthetic appeal of wood.

The use of cutting-edge technology enables us to lead the
industry in increasing the potential for the effective application
of timber.

Custom Design
In addition to a range of off-the-shelf products such as doors,
windows and insulated panels, we are also able to design and
manufacture Timbmet Engineered Components to meet the most
demanding specification. Our knowledge and experience coupled
with our long-standing partnerships with suppliers make us the
leading specialists in high quality, bespoke engineered products.
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Timber Products and Services to Meet all Requirements

Expertise
Timber is our passion: we experiment with it, educate
people about it and lobby governments on behalf of
its responsible use.
In recent industry awards our service has been voted
‘Second to None’*

*2011 TTJ Awards Winner: Hardwood Trader of the Year.
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Helping You Get the Best from Timber

Manufacture to Order

We take great pride in having one of the most extensive product
ranges in the UK, covering sawn timber, panels, doors, flooring,
worktops, decking, external facades, mouldings and manufacturing
services.

Timbmet’s manufacturing services are one of the most
comprehensive in the UK. We can advise, manufacture and
deliver components for your requirements. Almost any shape is
possible from frames for famous artworks to opera house
seating – we are just as happy completing bespoke commissions
as we are producing simple architraves. All is geared to giving
you cost-effective solutions to meet your requirements.

We also have a great store of accumulated knowledge and
expertise on timber species and their applications.
To help ensure our timber and timber products are used to
maximum effect and efficiency, we are able to offer help and
advice on projects on request.
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Our Products and Services

Sawn Timber
Timbmet offers one of the most comprehensive ranges of Sawn Hardwoods
and Clear Softwoods available in the UK. Our hardwood range encompasses
temperate and tropical timbers from across the world, Ash through to
Walnut and over 40 species in between. Many of our timbers have Chain of
Custody and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification. Our softwood
range spans clear softwoods such as Douglas Fir and Western Red Cedar
from Canada and North America through to Scandinavian Redwoods.

Pack Deal – Represents amazing value for money and is a great way of
cutting costs on large timber orders. With over 3000 packs available in
Sapele, Idigbo, Iroko, White Oak, Black Walnut and more.

Mini Packs – A cost effective way to buy sawn timber in packs of less
than 1m3*. With a wide range of hardwoods and clear softwoods including
European and American Oak, Sapele, Idigbo, Iroko, Douglas Fir and many
more. It is the ideal way to buy smaller quantities, top up stocks or cover
small specifications.
*European Oak, Western Red Cedar and Tulipwood packs less than 1.5m3

Panels
As a leading UK importer and distributor, Timbmet stock an extensive
range of decorative and constructional boards suitable for interior or
exterior applications from bar and hotel interiors to retail displays and
bespoke furniture. The range includes veneered boards, flexible products,
flame retardant panels, melamine-faced boards, marine and construction
plywood, birch plywood, MDF and a unique collection of aesthetic products.
Panels can be cut-to-size and supplied unfinished or fully finished ready
for installation.
Marine Plywoods – We have over 60 years experience of supplying high
quality plywoods to the marine construction industry designed and tested to
meet the highest specifications and most exacting requirements. In
terms of species and sizes, the range we offer is vast and includes
Bruynzeel and Anchor marine plywoods with 10 or 20 year guarantees
certified by Lloyds of London. Our expertise enables us to provide an
advisory service in the selection of the most suitable product for any given
application.
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TEC®
Timbmet Engineered Components (TEC) are highly engineered wood
products designed to combine high performance and aesthetic appeal.
The multi-layer construction offers stability and stress performance far
in excess of traditional solid wood. TEC products are free from problems
associated with natural defects. Each component is consistently graded
and dried, giving a uniform performance and appearance.
Bespoke TEC – An essential part of the Timbmet service is the manufacture
of bespoke TEC products for individual projects to satisfy the most
demanding specification. In this way, bespoke TEC continually evolves to
include components such as passive window and door components meeting
the most stringent U-values, thermally modified timber with improved
dimensional stability, Air-o-therm window components and Glulam laminated
beams.
With a comprehensive off-the-shelf collection and the capacity to manufacture
bespoke components, our engineered products are the most technically
advanced and effective available.

Flooring
The Timbmet flooring range comprises high quality solid hardwood and
engineered flooring suitable for commercial and domestic use. Our flooring
is available in a range of finishes and timbers including FSC certified timber
and can be installed over any type of sub-floor with some suitable for
underfloor heating.
A recent addition to Timbmet’s flooring portfolio, the Lobo Vinyl plank prefinished flooring range is available exclusively in the UK from Timbmet.
The flooring has all the benefits of acoustic performance and hard wearing
properties including high resistance to scratches and indentations. It is
suitable for a wide range of domestic and commercial applications.
Flooring Accessories – We supply a wide range including underlay,
adhesives, trims, thresholds, scotias, finishing oils and post installation
cleaners available from stock.
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Our Products and Services

Worktops
Our solid hardwood worktops are high grade and finger jointed with
40mm wide staves – other stave widths are available to order.
The Beech and Oak worktops are made from FSC certified timbers and
each worktop is individually wrapped for customers to take away.
Other species from stock include; Iroko, American Black Walnut and the
newly introduced Wenge and Zebrano.

Doors and Doorblanks
Timbmet offers a range of performance doors and doorblanks suitable for a
variety of applications. Our range of paint grade, timber core doorblanks
from stock are suitable for interior and exterior use which meet fire, acoustic
and thermal performance levels. We also offer FSC certified internal Oak
four panelled doors, supplied unfinished.
All fire doors are tested to BS476 Part 22 and most fire rated products
within our range are BM TRADA Q-Mark approved.

Mouldings
A wide range of hardwood and clear softwood mouldings are held in stock
in American White Oak, MTCS Meranti, FSC Red Grandis and Southern
Yellow Pine. The off-the-shelf range includes skirting, architraves, door
linings, window boards, PAR and much more.
Bespoke Mouldings – Timbmet can advise on and manufacture bespoke
mouldings. Request a quote, send a description, CAD drawing or PDF and
we can quickly and accurately produce any profile to exact specification.
We stock an extensive range of hardwoods, clear softwoods and MDF for
greater choice.
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Hardwood Decking
Timbmet supply a range of hardwood decking with FSC certified hardwoods
available to order.
Decking is available in standard sizes from our own stock or as bespoke
profiles through our fast track service. We are also able to manufacture
bespoke accessories.
The deck boards do not normally require finishing; however, their appearance
can be enhanced using modern decking finishes if required.

Cladding and Solar Shading
With outstanding aesthetic and environmental properties, timber is
becoming increasingly popular for external building features. We are one
of the largest stockists and suppliers of PEFC Western Red Cedar for
cladding, and can also supply a range of other species, including Larch and
Bruynzeel high performance plywoods, to order.
Satisfying both aesthetic and technical requirements, Western Red Cedar
is also a popular choice for shading systems, protecting against rain and
sunlight. We can also supply TEC louvres that combine the look of wood
with the properties of aluminium.
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Products When and Where you Need Them

Operations
Our experienced and dedicated in-house teams ensure
that product selection and supply runs smoothly
and consistently. We understand the demands of
manufacturing processes and building schedules and
work closely with all concerned to avoid unnecessary
delays and interruptions.
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National and Local Distribution Centres

Service First and Foremost

Our distribution centres and regional based Timber Depots hold
over 2,500 product lines ready to be delivered nationwide within
48-72 hours. Our vast stock holding helps to ensure continuity of
availability and supply.

We are a service driven organisation with knowledgeable sales
teams ready to answer all enquiries; experienced pickers make
sure orders are fully met and our dependable drivers ensure
reliable delivery to meet the needs of our customers.

iPack® - the First Online Ordering Service
Our industry-leading iPack online ordering service gives instant
access to packs of sawn timber, panels, flooring, doors, machined
and TEC products. It also enables timber to be specified in
exact sizes and quotes to be requested 24 hours a day. Fast and
convenient, it helps save time and money.

www.iPack.co.uk
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Solutions in Action

Aesthetic and Practical Solar Shading
In order to reduce the heat gain from a large expanse of curtain
walling, the Luminaire office development in Maidenhead required
the installation of brise soleil solar shading that needed to be
eco-friendly whilst retaining the appearance of the beautiful
engineered glazed panes.
Western Red Cedar was chosen for its aesthetic appearance,
structural stability and natural oils, which avoid the need for
finishing or subsequent maintenance. At 3.6m long the blades
were the longest elliptical timber blades ever manufactured by
Timbmet. In order to ensure absolute precision machining, Timbmet
created special cutters designed to operate extremely slowly.
The Luminaire Office Development, Maidenhead
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The brise soleil makes a striking architectural statement and can
be seen from every approach to the building.
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Red Grandis Delivers on Performance,
Durability and Aesthetics
Some 800 doors and windows for one of the most exclusive, listed,
residential developments in Central London have been manufactured
in Red Grandis. Project architects for the Lancasters in Hyde
Park specified FSC certified hardwood, giving specialist joiner
and manufacturer George Barnsdale & Sons some interesting
challenges. “However,” says Steve Dixon, Technical and Project
Director, “Red Grandis exactly met the specification for performance,
stability and natural durability as well as aesthetics.”
www.timbmet.com
George Barnsdale and Sons.

The Lancasters, Hyde Park.
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Timbmet Offices

Timber Depots - Regional Distribution

Timbmet Oxford
Kemp House
Chawley Park
Cumnor Hill
Oxford OX2 9PH

Basildon

Milton Keynes

Wallisdown

B1 & B2 The Nore
Burnt Mills Industrial Estate
Hovefields Avenue
Basildon Essex SS13 1EB

Unit 9b Deans Road
Old Wolverton
Milton Keynes
MK12 5NA

t 01865 860350/1
f 0800 8659860

t 0845 604 6800
f 0845 606 2638

t 01908 313877
f 01908 311703

Unit 4 Lion Works
Industrial Estate
543 Wallisdown Road
Poole
Dorset BH12 5AD

Timbmet Glasgow

Borehamwood

Saltash

235 Bogmoor Road
Shieldhall
Glasgow G51 4SH

Unit 2 Manor Place
Manor Way
Borehamwood
Herts WD6 1WG

t 0141 440 6600
f 0141 445 5736

t 020 8238 6930
f 020 8953 5781

13 -14 Tamar View
Industrial Estate
Saltash
Cornwall
PL12 6LD

Ireland

Larkfield

e marketing@timbmet.com

Units E1/E2
Larkfield Trading Estate
New Hythe Lane
Larkfield
Kent ME20 6SW

www.timbmet.com

t 01622 718980
f 01622 718548

t +44 (0)1865 860362
f +44 (0)1865 864367

t 01202 531926
f 01202 537918

t 01752 841333
f 01752 8481226
Stonehouse, Glos
14 Gloucester Road
Stonehouse
Gloucestershire
GL10 2PB

t 01453 826886
f 01453 828029

www.timberdepots.com

